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MICHAEL L. ULREY* 
Department of 2~lathematics, Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas 
In this note we consider a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) where noise- 
less feedback is present. Shannon showed (Shannon, 1956) that the capacity 
of the DMC is not increased by feedback (in the case of block coding) by 
providing a weak converse. Later Kemperman and Kesten (unpublished) 
independently proved a strong converse. Kemperman's proof is published in 
(Wolfowitz, 1964, Chapter 4), and also in (Kemperman, 1971). Even though 
feedback has no effect on the value of the capacity of a memoryless channel in 
the case of block coding, it does, however, provide new possibilities for the 
actual construction of codes, as was shown in (Berlekamp, 1968) and (Ahlswede, 
1971). A different approach to the problem is to try sequential coding, which 
Horstein did for the binary symmetric hannel with feedback in (Horstein, 
1963). The results of this note are (1) a weak converse for the DMC with 
feedback in the case of sequential coding, and (2) a counterexample to the 
strong converse. 
1. THE CHANNEL ~V[ODEL AND STATEMENT OF THE CODING PROBLEM 
In  this paper, we study a noisy, stationary, discrete memoryless 
channel with noiseless, delayless feedback, or DMCF for short. 
Let  X and Y be finite sets, which are called the input and output alphabets, 
respectively. For  each positive integer n, denote by X n the set of all n-tuples 
of elements of X.  Th is  is the set of all input sequences (or words) of length n. 
The  set Y~ is defined analogously and is the set of all output sequences (or 
words) of length n. 
Let  co(-[" ) be a nonnegative function defined on X × Y such that 
E~ o~(y I x) = 1 for all x e X. The number  ~o(y I x) is the probabil i ty that 
y is received given that x is sent over the channel. Then  the channel trans- 
mission probabil it ies are given by P~(y~ I x , )=  H,~__lw(yt]x ~) for all 
x,~ = (x 1 .... , x,~)eX,~ ,y,, = (yl ,...,y,~)e Y,,~, andn = 1, 2,. . . .  
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The channel described thus far is called a discrete memoryless channel 
(DMC), and is completely characterized by X, Y and oJ(. [ .). 
I f  n and N are positive integers, then a code-(n, N)  for the DMC is a 
system {(u,, &)l  i = 1,..., N} such that 
(i) ui e X ,  for all i ----- 1,..., N, 
(ii) Ai C Y~ for all i = 1,..., N, 
(iii) A¢ n A s = ¢ whenever i 4: j. 
The ui's are called codewords and the Ai's are called decoding sets. The 
number n is the word length and N is the code length of the code. This type of 
fixed length code is known as a block code. 
Let h be a number with 0 < A < 1. Then a code-(n, N)  is also a code- 
(n, N, A) ifPn(A~ [ ui) >~ 1 --  h for all i = 1,..., N. The number h is called the 
maximalprobability of error of such a code, since all messages sent are decoded 
incorrectly with a probability not exceeding h. 
A fundamental problem of information theory can then be formulated as 
follows. Let N(n, A) denote the maximal code length of all codes-(n, N, A) for 
the DMC. The problem is to determine N(n, A) for all values of the parameters 
n and A. Of course it is too much to expect a closed-form expression for 
N(n, A), but the following results are well known. 
THEOREM 1 (The Coding Theorem). There is a number C, called the 
capacity of the channel, such that for all E > O, and all A with 0 < A < 1, if 
n is sufficiently large, then N(n, )t) > exp{n(C -- c)}. 
THEOREM 2 (The Strong Converse). For all E > 0 and all h with 
0 < h < 1, if n is sufficiently large, then N(n, A) < exp{n(C @ E)}, where C 
is the capacity of the channel. 
THEOREM 3 (The Weak Converse). For all • > 0 there exists a h with 
0 ~ A ~ 1 such that if n is sufficiently large, then N(n, A) < exp{n(C @ e)}, 
where C is the capacity of the channel. 
The coding theorem was proved in (Feinstein, 1954) and independently in
(Shannon, 1957). The weak converse was proved in (Fano, 1952) and the 
strong converse in (Wolfowitz, 1957). 
We now complete the notion of a DMCF with a description of (noiseless, 
delayless) feedback. The presence of feedback implies that the sender knows 
each letter that the receiver eceives immediately after it is received, so that 
the sender can use this information in the transmission of successive l tters. 
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More formally, suppose the sender chooses the messages to be sent from a 
set of N messages, denoted M = {1, 2,..., N}. Then for each m E M, it is 
assumed there is given a sequence f,~ ---- (fro 1, f~, . . . )  of encoding functions, 
where fm* : Y,-1 --~ X for all m ~ M and t = 1, 2,.... (We denote by Y0 the 
set containing only the empty sequence.) 
The sender makes use of the encoding functions as follows. I f  message m 
is being sent, the first letter transmitted is the unique element of X in the 
range of f~l. At any time t, 1 < t ~< n, a (chance) sequence of letters 3,1, 
y2,..., y,-I has been received, known to both receiver and sender, because of 
feedback. The sender's next transmitted letter is thenfm~(yl,..., y~-l). After n 
letters are sent, the transmission is ended. 
A code-(n, N) for the DMCF is a system {(fro, A~)I m = 1,..., N} where 
(i) fm is a sequence of encoding functions for all m ~ 11/, 
(ii) A,, C Y~ for all m ~ M, 
(iii) Am n A~' = 4 whenever m @ m'. 
Denote by P(y~ I f  m) the probability that y~ is received given that m is 
sent and encoded by fro. Let )t satisfy 0 < h < 1. Then a code-(n, N, h) for 
the DNICF is a code-(n, N)  such that P(A~ ]f~) >/ 1 -- ?t for all m ~ M. 
The following result, which is a strong converse for the DMCF,  was proven 
in (Kemperman, 1971) and independently by Kesten (see Wolfowitz, 1964, 
Chapter 4). This theorem is needed later in the proof of the weak converse 
in the case of sequential coding for the DMCF.  Denote by NF(n , A) the 
maximal code length for all codes-(n, N, A) for the DMCF.  Also let C 
denote the capacity of the DMC corresponding to the DMCF,  that is, the 
DMC obtained by ignoring the feedback. 
THEOREm1 4. For all E > 0 and all A with 0 < A < 1, if n is sufficiently 
large, then NF(n , h) < exp{n(C + e)}. 
We remark that this implies that the capacity of the DMCF is C. This is 
true since one can simply ignore feedback, and apply the coding theorem to 
the resultant DMC. 
Thus in the case of block coding (fixed word length n), feedback does not 
increase the capacity of the DMC. The presence of feedback, however, 
naturally suggests the use of sequential decoding, that is, varying the word 
length depending on what has already been received. 
We now describe a sequential code for the DMCF.  First a stopping rule 
is assumed to be given, that is, a function a: Y~--~ {0, l}(where Y~ = 
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Un~__l Y~) such that a(y~) = 0 implies a(y~) ~- 0 whenever y,  e Y, is a prefix 
of y, e Y~. (We say y~ is a prefix of y~ if t ~< 1 and the first t letters of y~ 
correspond exactly to those of y, .) 
Then a sequential encoding rule is a pair ({f~ I m e M}, ~) where f~ is a 
sequence of encoding functions for all m E M and ~ is a stopping rule. 
The sender uses the sequential encoding rule as follows. I f  message m is 
being sent, the first transmitted letter is the unique element of X in the range 
o f f~ 1. At each time t, t >/2,  a chance sequence yi, y2,..., y~-i of letters has 
been received, known to both receiver and sender, because of feedback. 
Both sender and receiver calculate a((y 1, y2,..., y~-l)). I f  it is a 0, the trans- 
mission is ended. I f  it is a 1, the sender continues by sendingf~(y 1, y~,..., y,-1). 
Denote by P(y,~ Jf,~, ~) the probability that y,~ is received given that m 
is sent and encoded by (fr~, ~)- Henceforth we consider only sequential 
encoding rules which satisfy ~k~=l kP(Y~ l f~ ,  a) < oo for all m ~ M. 
Then i fL is a positive real number, a sequential code-(L, N) for the DMCF 
is a system {(f~, A,~)] m ~ M} together with a stopping rule a such that 
(i) ({f~ j m ~ M}, ~) is a sequential encoding rule, 
(ii) A~ C Y~ for all m e M, 
(iii) Am n An'  = ¢ whenever m 5a m', 
1N N (iv) L = ( / )~.~=~Ze=,kP(Yklf~,~r). 
Let t satisfy 0 < 1 < 1. Then a sequential code-(L, N, t) is a sequential 
code-(L, N)  such that P(A~ l f~ ,  a) /> 1 --  1 for all m E 3//. 
The question now is: can the capacity of the DMCF be increased by 
sequential coding ? The answer is that the weak converse holds (Section 2) 
but that the strong converse does not (Section 3). 
2. THE WEAK CONVERSE FOR THE DMCF IN THE CASE OF SEQUENTIAL CODING 
THEOREM 5. Given a DMCF such that the capacity of the corresponding 
DMC is C. Then for all e' > O, there exists a I with 0 < I < 1 such that for 
all sufficiently large real numbers L, any sequential code-(L, N, 1)for the DMCF 
satisfies N < exp{L(C q- e')}. 
Proof. Let e' > 0 and let L and t be real numbers (depending on e') 
to be specified later. Suppose that {(f,,, A~)I m = 1 ..... N} together with a 
stopping rule ~ is a sequential code-(L, N, )t) for the DMCF.  Let • > 0 and 
denote by s the greatest integer less than or equal toL(1 + e). 
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Define B(e) = U~:=I Y~. Then 
i f f kp(y~lfm,cr) L = -~ ~=1~=l 
~1 f f kP(Y~[fm,a)> 
fa=l  /c=s+l 
where B(e) ~ = Y~ - -  B(e). 
From (2.1) it follows that 
L(1 q-e) f p(B(e) ~ If, n a), (2.1) 
N '/~=1 
Also we have 
1 u 1 (2.2) ~--1P(B(E)c ]fro, 0") < 1--~7E 
1 N 
1 -- h ~ ~ ~=~ P(A.~ ]f~, ~), 
1 U 
-- N 71 P(_/t~ c3 B(¢) c I f,~, ,r) (2.3) 
q_~l i P(A,~ n B(e)]f,~ , a). 
"r~=l 
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) yields 
1 N 
N~=xP(A,~ n B(e) l f~,  e) >~ 1 --  h*, (2.4) 
where ~t* = ;t -[- (1/(1 @ e)) can be made less than 1 by making )t suitably 
small. 
We now define an auxiliary block code for the DMCF.  Let g~ = (g l, 
g2,. . . )  be a sequence of encoding functions defined for each m a M by 
(i) gml(yo) = f,~l(yo), 
t froze(y1 ..... yZ~-a) if a(yk_l) = 1 and k ~ s, 
(ii) g,~(yl,..., yk-~) = (x otherwise, 
for all Y~-x = (yl,..., y~-l) e Y~-I, all k = 2, 3,..., where Y0 is the empty 
sequence, and where x ~ X is arbitrary. For each m ~ M, a decoding set B~ 
is defined by letting B~ consist of all y~ ~ Y8 such that Ys has a prefix belonging 
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to A,~. The collection {(g,~, B~)I m ~ M} is a block code-(s, N)  for the 
DMCF.  
Now by (2.4), 
i N 
~=1 P(B,~ [ g~) >/ 1 --  I*. (2.5) N 
Let 3 satisfy 0 < A* < 3 < 1, and let N* be the greatest integer in (1 --  3)N. 
Then assert that for at least N*  messages m e M, P(B~ ]g~)~> S-  A*. 
For if not, then 
1 ~1 P(B~ 1 y. P(B~ l g~) 
' N 2 P(B,. }g,.) 
M--T 
< (N*/N) + (N/N)(3 -- 2t*), 
~< ((1 - -  3)N/N) + 3 - -  )t*, 
= 1 --  ;t*, 
where T = {m ] P(B~ ]g(m)) >/S --  )t*}. This contradicts (2.5) and the 
assertion is proved. 
Thus {(gin, B~)I m e T} is a block code-(s, [ T ], 1 --  (5 - -  A*)) for the 
DMCF.  By Theorem 4, I T t < exp{s(C + e)} for all sufficiently large s. 
Thus 
N < (1/(1 --  3))[exp{L(1 + e)(C -}- e)} + 1], 
exp{L[C -[- E(C + 1) + E 2 + (log 2//.) - -  (log(1 - -  3)/L)]}, 
t )  exp{L(C -+- e )s, 
for all E sufficiently small and L sufficiently large. (Note that in order for E to 
become arbitrarily small, A must become arbitrarily small also (see remark 
following (2.4)), and this makes the result a weak converse.) The theorem is 
proved. 
3. A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE STRONG CONVERSE 
Consider a binary symmetric hannel with feedback (BSCF) with crossover 
probability p, 0 < p < ½. Let q = 1 -- p, and let e and ;t be real numbers 
satisfying e > 0 and 1 > 1 --  ;t > q. 
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Let {(ui, Ai)] i = 1,..., N} be a code-(n, N, h) for the binary symmetric 
channel (BSC) obtained from the BSCF by ignoring feedback. Assume that 
the rate of this code is C - -  e, where C = 1 - /p  log 2p @ qlog 2 q is the 
capacity of the BSC (and hence the BSCF by Theorem 4). g 
Without loss of generality, assume that 0i=1 Ai  = Y~ • For each Yt ~ Y~,  
denote by [Yt] the set of all sequences y~ c Y~ such that yt is a prefix ofy~. 
Let Ai*  = A i --  [(0)] for all i = 1,..., N. Then {(u,, A**)] i = 1,..., N} 
is a code-(n, AT, ;~*) for the BSC for some A* with A* < h q- q < 1. This is 
true since P(A*~lu l )  <~ P(A~[u i )  -k P([(0)]I u~) < A -k q for all i = 1,..., N. 
(Here A*~ ~ = Y~ -- Ai*,  A i  ~ = Y~ --  A i  .) 
Now construct a sequential code for the BSCF as follows. For each m ~ 34, 
a sequencef~ = ( f l ,  f~ , . . . )  of encoding functions is defined by 
(i) f~(Yo)  = u., ~, 
lure t if 2 ~t  <~n, (ii) L,~(yl,..., y,-1) ~x if t > n, 
for all (yl,..., yt-1) ~ Yt-1 and all t = 2, 3,..., and where Y0 is the empty 
sequence, u~ t is the tth component of u~(1 ~< t ~<n), and x E X is arbitrary. 
Define a stopping rule ~ by 
t l if 1 ~t - -1  <n and y lv~0,  
a(Yt-1) = t0 otherwise, 
for all Yt-1 = (yl,..., yt-1) E Yt -1,  t = 2, 3,.... Further define decoding sets 
D1,..., Dm by D1 = UynsA1, [Yn] l) [(0)] and Dm= ~)v,~A~* [Y,] for all 
m --~ 2 , . . . ,  _hr. 
Then {(fro, Din) I m ~ M} together with a is a sequential code-(/., N, h*) 
for the BSCF where h* < 1 and L <q ' l+q.n=(n+l )q .  Hence 
(l/L) log2N > (n(C --  e)/q(n -5 1)) ~> C* --  e* where C* = (C/q) > C and 
e* --~ 0 as e --+ 0 and n -+ oo. Thus the strong converse for the DMCF in the 
case of sequential coding cannot hold. 
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